
Darlington Championship Show 2011 
PYRENEAN MOUNTAIN DOG 
 
V 1 Holmes' Ch Shiresoak  Amaibagatelle at Lisjovia. Strong well made bitch in excellent condition from  
head to toe. Head in proportion to her body and well filled. Muscular neck into  moderate shoulder 
placement, deep chest and well sprung ribs. Powerful quarters  letting her cover the ground with ease 
and style, holds her shape and balance  at all times.  
 
PD 1 Holmes' Lisjovia Against All Odds. At 11 months this  youngster must surely have a great future if he 
carries on developing as he is  now. All male head, just enough stop, dark in eye and pigmentation. Good 
length  of neck to well laid shoulders and straight front, compact feet. Sound and true  on the move 
keeping his topline and balance at all times. Won over second place  on his overall advancement in his 
development. Shown in good hard coat. BPIB. 2  Sang's Kalkasi High Flyer At Mizeka. Another promising 
dog that is coming  together well. Strong in head without any coarseness anywhere. Powerful neck  and 
front. Ribs springing well for his age. Firm in back and strong quarters.  Moves with an easy free stride 
pattern. Would like a bit more body covering on  him to finish him but he has time on his side and should 
do this easily.  
 
JD 1 Holmes' Lisjovia Against All Odds.  
 
PGD 1 Greenfield's Shiresoak  Murphy's Magic. Large frame dog with strong bone and substance. Scores 
in head  being in proportion to his body. Well pigmented all through. Very good in front  and perfectly 
balanced in rear. Used the ring well to show his construction and  free easy movement. Full clean jacket 
completes the picture.  
 
LD 1  Pollard's Gillandant Rockafella JW. What a sound moving dog, given his  construction he could not 
really do anything other than move that way. Coming  into his prime at 2 years old, this boy has it all there 
and will be a real  force. Strong well made head, dark eyes and well set ears. Good reach of neck  to first 
class front. Large compact feet, well off for bone. Stands over  himself well and gives an air of strength 
and power. Balanced front and rear  angulation that shows on the move being sound and accurate with 
superb  extension. In full bloom, pushed OD  hard in the challenge. Res BD.  
 
OD 1 Bayliss' Ch Shiresoak Wizards Legend  JW. A real stunner that's hard to fault. Well defined head 
proportions, darkest  of eyes and well set ears. Text book front, strong in bone and compact feet.  Very 
good ribbing and depth of chest. Broad, muscular quarters allowing him the  effortless ground covering 
movement called for in the breed. Whenever you  looked at this boy he looked balanced and gave the 
impression of power and  elegance. Another that had to move as well as he did because it would be almost  
him possible for him not to. He has such great extension and drive in profile  and clean as a whistle coming 
and going. All topped with the best of gleaming  coats and superb body toning BOB and later G2. Well 
done. 2 Baverstock's  Kalkasi In High Spirits JW. Close up to first but not as precise on the rear  going away 
and at times a bit reluctant. Has strength and balance in head.  Clean shoulders, straight well boned front. 
Broad chest and firm in back.  Muscular rear, shows good extension in side gait but could be stronger 
behind.  Excellent jacket. Has time to tighten up in quarters to complete the picture.  
 



PB 1 Pollard's Gillandant Anastasia. My notes say wow, this youngster has it all  there and some to spare. 
Already showing strength in head yet so obviously  feminine. First class front assembly coupled to 
balanced quarters she portrays  a true Pyrenean outline. Deep in chest and well ribbed up for her age.  
Statically she is spot on and when she did play ball with her owner on the move  she showed just how well 
she is put together. Well muscled and in super  coat. Res BB, but in the challenge for  Best Puppy she had 
to concede to the dog as he held it together better on the  move. Will surely have a good future. 2 
Baverstock's Kalkasi High Expectations.  Exciting young bitch that is as almost as good as first, but not quite 
so true  in front at the moment. Beautifully feminine head, strong neck to moderate shoulders.  Good 
ribbing, firm in back and well defined in rear. Strides out with real  purpose and accuracy in profile but 
needs to tighten in front coming to. This  should come with age as everything is there to work with now. 
Correct hard coat and body condition. 3 Rogers &  Horseman's Lisjovia Time After Time.  
 
JB 1 Holmes & Maidwell's Lisjovia Whistle In The Wind. Headed this class by  being better in front assembly 
than second, although not as good in rear. Clean  cut head, well pigmented throughout. Strong in neck to 
very well laid shoulders  and straight front, stands on compact feet. Broad in chest with good depth and  
definition. Holds a firm topline and back on he move and static. Easy ground  covering action with no 
wasted energy at any time, she is built to be able to  do a solid days work and some. Topped with hard 
clean jacket as the icing on  the cake. BB. Sure there is still more to come. 2 Baverstock's Kalkasi Danz In  
The Moonlite. Another well balanced bitch with plenty to offer and not yet  realising her full potential. As 
I said she is better in rear drive than first,  but not as clean coming to. She has all he ingredients in the mix 
she just  needs time and she will be a true force to be reckoned with. Strongly made  throughout from 
head to toe. Balanced outline. Excellent coat and toning. Both  these girls have a lot to offer the breed in 
terms of type.  
 
LB 1  Wright's Shanlimore Love Letters at Luisander. Well proportioned in head but  could have better fill 
in cheek to be picky. Strong neck to moderate front  assembly, well boned legs and compact feet. Enough 
ribbing, straight topline  and back. Muscular rear. Drives off with some energy and purpose but tends to  
be a bit close at times going away. Extends well in front and is true coming  to. In good jacket. 2 
Greenfield's Gillandant Crystal Fancy. Similar in outline to first, but softer in  topline on the move which 
tends to spoil the overall shape. Strong in head with good fill and dark eyes. Muscular all through from 
front to rear. Broad across her loin and firm well developed thighs, another that drives and extends to 
give an energy efficient movement. Put down in full jacket. 
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